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1. Introduction

E-learning systems become more and more popular in many areas of education. They enable distance learning as well as allow digital content creators to establish specialized training centres. Such systems are commonly used by numerous governmental organizations as well as commercial content vendors. All these systems share a common purpose: they provide access to on-line learning resources for education. These resources are used by teachers or instructors to create courses in a given subject or topic. As browsing such repositories is inconvenient, inefficient and sometimes impossible, various search engines have been developed to help users retrieve specific data. However, often it is not possible to formulate the search queries alone so that they can pick out the elements, which are of value to a user. The problem of ordering search results by predicted level of interest for the user pertains both to general-purpose Internet search engines and to browsing assistants in specialized repositories. It gets even more severe if elements are very similar as far as their keywords or descriptions are concerned.

The increase in the amount of resources available in e-learning systems will require the need for designing new architecture of such systems. The most important is to provide the ways for sharing resources in accordance with copyrights and to offer possibilities to rearrange course contents consisting of elementary resources.

The main purpose of the presented system was to design and implement the advanced search system, which will allow teachers and pupils to obtain results according to their profiles and interests.

This work was partially supported by the European Commission under the Information Society Technologies (IST) program of the 6th FP for RTD as part of the CALIBRATE project, contract IST-28025.

2. State of Art

2.1 E-learning Systems

The term "e-learning" is commonly defined as this kind of educational approach, where ICT (Information and Communication Technology) is used.
Computers are the basic equipment used in the e-learning process. Different kinds of educational software created and verified by domain specialists and educators allows the implementation of the principles of education, which are the individualization of the trainings and teaching by examples.

Technical capabilities make possible a visualisation of knowledge as well as the alignment of both the pace and structure of the education content to the individual recipient's perception. For example, existing applications, already used in preschool teaching, successfully support the learning of colours, shapes, letters, and perceptivity. Popularity and fast access to the Internet extend learning opportunities both for access to new resources and allow for different kinds of contact such as voice calls, chats, and video transmission among users of the system.

The authors distinguish 2-4 main types of training using e-learning techniques. In this example, Schulmeister (2003) distinguishes between individual – type A and group training – type B, closely related to the form of materials (Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1. E-learning types](orig.“Typisierungvon Lernumgebungen“ Schulmeister, 2003, p.16)

According to Schulmeister (2003), individual trainings – type A – is person-to-standardised content interaction, whilst type B – person-to-person interaction – is the acquisition of knowledge in interaction with members of specific communities of practise (Schlager & Fusco, 2004).

This categorisation is similar to Michael Graham Moore’s (1989), considered as an educational theory classic, who suggested three kinds of interactions:

- learner – content
- learner – instructor
- learner – learner

Moore acknowledges as the crucial interaction between student and instructor, who is a domain specialist. This specialist has impact on increasing student’s motivation to the course, and acceleration of interest to the presented contents. This specialist is responsible for combining theoretical knowledge with practice to make the knowledge be better assimilated. The amount of taught knowledge is constantly verified during the teaching process.
Hillman, Willis and Gunawerdena (1994) have expanded the list of interaction by adding the learner – interface interaction. They indicate the importance of electronic equipments used in the education process.

Another author also divided e-learning processes into the following three groups:

- **self-study**
- **synchronous education**
- **asynchronous education**

We can also distinguish blended-learning, which is actually the classical learning process extended by some e-learning elements. The basic unit of electronic content is called **Learning Object** – LO, which may be either elementary content (Learning Asset) such as: a single image, video, or text file, or may consist of several other LOs respectively associated with each other.

Complex LO could form a single unit such as classrooms, and even the entire course. A well-described LO by IEEE LOM Standard (IEEE 1484 Learning Objects Metadata, 2005) can be shared not only by members of the given e-learning platform but accessible from various platforms. Currently, there are many standards that describe requirements for various e-learning platforms that can share resources.

The most popular are SCORM (Sharable Content Object Reference Model), specifications provided by IMS GLC, or PENS (Package Exchange Notification Services), or the oldest recommendations defined by AICC (Aviation Industry CBT Committee).

E-learning courses are created, managed, and used facilitating the existing e-learning management systems belonging to following main categories:

- **LMS – Learning Management System** (Fig. 2);
- **CMS – Content Management System** (Fig. 3);
- **LCMS – Learning Content Management System** (Fig. 4).

Sometimes, the following category is also distinguished:

- **VCS – Virtual Classroom System**.

![Fig. 2. General Structure of LMS (Nichani, 2001)](www.intechopen.com)
LMS is a family of systems, which enables management of all training activities as well as provides presentation of content associated with courses. In particular, LMS systems categorize the users, give them certain permissions to training modules and assign users to specific training groups. In addition, LMS systems offer the ability to monitor the progress of knowledge and skills learned by individual students (Nichani, 2001; Rengarajan, 2001).

CMS is a family of e-learning systems dedicated to creating, storing, managing and presenting content. Significant in this model is to provide opportunities for reusability of Learning Objects, called RLO (Reusable LO) (Nichani, 2001) or content components. Another feature of CMS is the separation of content from layout (Nichani, 2001). It is noteworthy that the LMS can be used only for the teaching process – presenting content and management of students, whilst the CMS assists users to create the content from available elementary components. Development of CMS systems is an example of B2C services (business-to-consumer). Resources collected by these systems may be offered to external institutions.

LCMS is a family of the most technologically advanced e-learning systems. LCMS systems integrate features of LMS and CMS (Nichani, 2001), ensuring both the creation and management of educational content. They provide opportunity for the creation of WBT courses (Web-Based Training) as well as the management and the management of the learning process, taking into account the evaluation of knowledge assimilated by the users (Nichani, 2001; Rengarajan, 2001).

![Fig. 3. General Structure of CMS (Nichani, 2001)](image)
The impact of e-learning trainings on education processes will be expanded. This is caused by fast technology development and the efficiency of this form of training. Marschall McLuhan Herbert, media specialist, who lived in the period 1911-1980, noted that the media are a key factor in any changes in society. His theory that "the medium is the message" indicates a significant impact on the nature of the medium both on the transmitted content and the quality of the content reception. Media, according to him, may "exclude" (hot media) or "engage" the recipient (cold media).

E-learning systems are able to use the described effect of the transfer of content involving the user’s perception almost entirely. Users in constant interaction with content can assimilate the knowledge contained in the received content faster and more efficiently. The correctness of this prediction was confirmed by the analysis carried out by us at IBM, which pointed out two main advantages of e-learning solution: the effectiveness of training and a real reduction in the cost of training. E-learning trainings allowed this company to reduce training costs by 50-70% and shorten the training time from 11 to 9 weeks, while the productivity of educated workers grew to 100-170%.

It is therefore not surprising that e-learning techniques are becoming popular and are promoted throughout the world. European Union promotes e-learning techniques under the EU Structural Funds (2007-2013), and within the framework of the "Lifelong Learning Program (LLP)."

There are two main problems to be solved when we decide to make a semi-global open e-learning system. The first is: “how to describe and register learning objects (LOs)”. The second is: “how to find the LOs that the given user is really interested in”. Independently in both of these two situations we can consider a centralised or decentralised model. The centralised systems are better managed but they are not safe in the case of
scalability. On the other hand, the decentralised systems can solve the problem of scalability but they cannot be managed simply.

A solution is to create a hierarchical structure (semi-centralised) and use the multi-agents’ platform to manage this structure and arrange all offered services (Orzechowski & Dziej, 2001a; Orzechowski, 2001b; Orzechowski, 2002).

2.2 Learning Objects in the federation of repositories

The need to provide educational exchange of data has been known for years. The best-known initiatives include:

- ARIADNE Foundation in Europe (www.ariadne-eu.org);
- Multimedia Educational Resources for Learning and Online Teaching (MERLOT) in USA (www.merlot.org);
- LORNET in Canada (www.lornet.org);
- education.au in Australia (www.educationau.edu.au/jahia);
- National Institute of Multimedia Education (NIME) in Japan (www.nime.ac.jp)

These organizations have set up a joint group: “The Global Learning Objects Brokered Exchange” (GLOBE), intended to integrate all standardization work to create and develop open standards for educational data exchange in one integrated brokerage environment. GLOBE initiative has been met with great interest and now consists of many new members.

The most influential institutions are: COSL, EUN, III, KERIS and LACLO.

Two basic standards enabling search in repositories are:

- SQI – Simple Query Interface defines how to access and exchange data among repositories (Simon et al., 2005);
- OAI-PMH – The Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting creates independent interoperability framework based on metadata harvesting (www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/openarchivesprotocol.htm).

SQI interface is used to transmit queries and results received during the session between the client and repository of metadata. It is fully independent from both query language and format of returned results. Although it is possible to implement SQI to work with any data representation, XML is the most popular. Usually, SOAP, RPC, or RMI are used as exchange protocol between clients and repositories. Session management of SQI is equipped with optional authentication mechanisms. It also supports working in synchronous and asynchronous mode for LOM retrieval, which is important when federation search is used to search the whole federation of repositories at once.

Schema of SQI-oriented communication among clients and repositories is shown in Figure 5. (Simon et al., 2005)
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Fig. 5. Communication between components of the system based on the SQI

SQI specification was officially approved during the CEN/ISSS workshop on Learning Technologies in July 2005 by the group of experts working in various EU projects concerning federations of learning resources topics, most specifically: Celebrate, Elena, Ariadne, and Edutella.

One of the languages used to create queries sent via SQI interface is S2QL. S2QL (Simple School Query Language) is a simple query language designed specifically for finding learning resources in different types of repositories. It is abstract language, referring to some abstract pattern, which does not reflect the actual data. Queries in this language cannot be directly processed by the repository. They must be converted to the structure, which is supported by the given database engine of the repository.

S2QL queries are limited only to three possibilities:

- keywords;
- age range; and
- language of learning object.

S2QL schema and namespaces are available in the following locations: http://fire.eun.org/xsd/s2ql-1.0.xsd, and http://fire.eun.org/xsd/s2ql-1.0.xsd.

OAI-PMH is a protocol for the selective gathering of metadata describing learning objects. It allows the automatic exchange of information between systems gathering metadata and their clients. Unlike SQI, OAI-PMH doesn’t limit the number of found LOM transferred to the client. Moreover, it is especially dedicated to situations where we actually do not want “to search” by keywords but “to gather” all LOMs by their repository ids, or by the date of deletion, modification or storing in the repository. Communication in OAI-PMH is based on client-server structure and uses HTTP protocol where results are delivered as an XML file. This protocol was used in the ABSS presented in section 3 of this chapter.

The Ariadne Network is a good example of a distributed network of repositories. It was developed by the ARIADNE Foundation that was formed to continue the work and further development of EU projects: ARIADNE and ARIADNE II.

There are also other interesting initiatives such as MACE Project (Metadata for Architectural Contents in Europe 2006-2009). Its aim is to establish the integrated access to repositories.
containing any data concerning architecture domain, which were the results of other EU research projects such as: DYNAMO, INCOM and WINDS. Actually, MACE project doesn’t target to a network of distributed repositories, but to create a single coherent virtual repository of data (Prause et al., 2007; Stefaner et al., 2007). This approach is similar to the one presented in section 3.

The basic element of network structure, Ariadne is a repository that can be searched using SQI. Ariadne Network users can both browse and publish their contents. The structure of the Ariadne network is shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. The structure of the Ariadne Network (http://www.ariadne-eu.org)

Ariadne offers many additional tools, for example Web-Based Learning Environment (WBLE) for the creation and management of educational courses. A person who is responsible for creating a course may use WBLE to create it on the base of LOs collected in the KPS (Knowledge Pool System), which is a distributed database of teaching materials, and then distribute it to students (Van Durm et al., 2001). KPS consists of resources called Local Knowledge Pool Systems (LKPs) localised in different countries (Najjar et al., 2004). The following APIs were defined to establish the functionality described above: 1. AMI (Ariadne Management Interface) allows teachers access to courses they created, and 2. ALI (Ariadne Learner Interface), which allows access to approved courses (Fig. 7)
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Fig. 7. The Ariadne Web-Based Learning Environment (Van Durm et al., 2001)

An important feature of the Ariadne Network is that it is possible to combine the various repositories in the network by connecting them to the broker. The Ariadne Network is hidden from the end-users’ sight under a brokerage layer (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. The schema of communication between clients and the Ariadne Network (http://www.ariadne-eu.org)

Three-layered structure, described above, consists of:
1. Clients - client applications such as tools for queries and indexing, search portals such as PROLEARN, and VLE systems through appropriate plug-ins;
2. Middleware - a layer, which enables Federated Search functionality. It is responsible for sending queries to the repositories, merging received results, sorting them, and then transferring to end-users. Information about repositories connected to this middleware is stored in a UDDI SQI Registry. This register contains information about the active
repositories supporting SQI, and some other additional information such as: - the URL needed to access the Service, - supported query languages, - the type of communication that is supported (synchronous or asynchronous), - contact person responsible for each repository, - a description of the repository, etc.

3. Repositories – Learning Objects Repositories, which are components of the federation and support being searched by SQI.

Federation Search was proposed for the fast search done in real time. It is performed by sending requests at the same time to all repositories connected to the Federation (Simon et al., 2005). All steps of this process are presented in Figure 9.

Fig. 9. The schema of Federated Search process (a) sending query by client, (b) distributing query to all repositories, (c) receiving and processing results by broker, (d) sending processed results to client (Van Assche & Massart, 2004).

A well-known disadvantage of this approach is the simple lack of possibility for the introduction of new algorithms into the Federation of Repositories. Implementation of advance search algorithms needs to provide changes done directly at repositories’ sites, whilst presented in this chapter, the agents’ system approach does not have this kind of limitation.
2.3 Multi-Agents’ Platforms

An agent, which is a specific programming entity, is defined as “one who acts” or “one who acts in place of” (Franklin & Graesser, 1997). An agent could be described by the following features: autonomous, reactive, communicative, learning, cooperative, or mobile.

The most important feature of agents is autonomy. According to Franklin & Graesser (1997), “an autonomous agent is a system situated within and a part of an environment that senses that environment and acts on it, over time, in pursuit of its own agenda and so as to effect what it senses in the future”. Another definition provided by Jennings (1996) is, “the term is usually applied to describe self-contained programs which can control their own actions based on their perceptions of their operating environment”.

Multi-agents’ platforms are used for efficient agent managing. The platforms are based on an organizational model of multi-agents’ platforms described within a standard that consists of the group of specification documents concerning system architecture, agent communication language, etc. Each platform implements a set of specifications of chosen standard.

Nowadays there are two standards for multi-agents’ systems available: MASIF (www.omg.org) and FIPA standard (www.fipa.org). MASIF was dedicated to enable agents travelling among agent systems via CORBA interfaces and does not address inter-agent communication, whilst the FIPA defines specifications for agent communication, agent transport, agent management, abstract architecture and applications.

The core category of the FIPA multi-agents’ system is agent communication. FIPA’s models do not imply any physical configuration and it is not a scope of FIPA standards to deliver strict guidelines for multi-agents’ platform implementation. FIPA standard contains Agent Management Reference Model, being a base for developers who want to design and implement own multi-agents’ platform. Architecture of the system contains FIPA’s specification of mandatory components for platform managing:

- ACC – Agent Communication Channel;
- AMS – Agent Management System;
- DF – Directory Facilitator.

All of these three components are automatically activated at the agent platform start-up.

There are several FIPA-compliant agent platforms. Very popular, commercial and well described is Tryllian Agent Development Kit. There are also some Open Source Agent Platforms, such as in the examples: April Agent Platform (agents must be written in April programming language), Comtec Agent Platform (it is not developed now), FIPA-OS (not developed since 2003), Grasshopper (official web page is no longer accessible), JADE and JADE-LEAP.

Java Agent DEvelopment Framework (jade.tilab.com) is written in Java Open Source and very advanced agent platform, which is fully compliant with FIPA 2000 standard, implemented in pure Java (Bellifemmine et al., 1999). It offers agents mobility, and a highly efficient communication interface based on several different protocols (Chmiel et al., 2005; Shakshuki & Jun, 2004).

The JADE-LEAP extension to JADE allows a wide variety of devices, like mobile phones, to connect to the platform. It also improves communication by adding different protocols including SSL secured ones.

The JADE platform is under continuous development. It was successfully used by many research and commercial organizations including INRIA, Nice-Sophia-Antipolis, ACACIA...
research team, ATOS Sophia Antipolis agency within the European CoMMA project, CSELT, KPN and Starlab within DICEMAN project, and many more, so the Agent Based Search System presented in the next section was established on the basis of this Platform as well.

3. Agent Based Search System

3.1 Overview

The main purpose of this work was to establish a System, which could improve search quality. Metadata is harvested from remote repositories to gather all needed information in the central repository for further advanced processing (compare with: Chmiel et al., 2005; Chkoliar, 2002, Curry et al., 2003).

The proposed System for use within the e-learning platform contains one multi-agent’s layer that is physically divided into two parts: local main core, and remote parts integrated with LOs repositories (Fig. 10).

![Fig. 10. General System Architecture (Orzechowski, 2007b)](www.intechopen.com)

3.2 General Structure

The Agent Based Search System (ABSS) was created on the basis of the Open Source JADE Platform. It consists of two main modules:

- Data Collection Module (Baran et al., 2007), and
- User Management and Resource Search Module (Orzechowski et al., 2007a).

According to functionality the second module could be divided into two functional modules:

- Search Module
- User Profile Module

The structure of the ABSS divided into three modules is presented in Figure 11.
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A web interface is also available and it offers accessibility to main features the ABSS. It was built with the intention to calibrate some of the parameters of the Agent Based Search System (ABSS), and to display the most important functionalities of ABSS.

3.2.1 Data Collection Module

The Data Collection Module is responsible for gathering metadata from Repositories (LMS), performing necessary operations on it, and storing it in local databases. The following types of agents were implemented to perform the necessary operations:

- Content Manager Agent (CMA) with Collector Manager Agent (C2MA);
- Collector Agent (CA);
- Converter Agent (CV).

These agents cooperate with agents which are the part of Agent Platform, such as:

- AMS (Agent Management System); It manages agents and containers. CMA uses AMS to trace agent containers and to verify the presence of CA agents in these containers.
- DF (Directory Facilitator). It provides a Yellow Pages service in the Agent Platform so agents can find one another. This service is used by CMA to trace availability of Converter Agents registered in the DF.

The schema of internal interaction among components within DCM is presented in Figure 12.
The Content Manager Agent is the most important agent, which is responsible for communication among all remote parts of the agent platform. There is only one instance of it in the whole system. It maintains an up-to-date list of all connected repositories. After detecting new LMS, the Content Manager creates a new Collector Agent and initializes it. The Collector Agent must be capable of detecting changes in the metadata repository, therefore it needs information about every LO that was previously (last time, when the LMS was connected) present in its database. After the initialization is finished, the Collector Agent moves to the repository and starts observations. When a change of metadata is detected (new LO added, LO deleted or metadata modified), the appropriate information is sent to the Content Manager.

Each Converter Agent, installed in the platform, is associated with a different search algorithm. It must analyse and store received information about LOs, so that it is available in a format that supports fast search. One Converter Agent is usually capable of processing metadata in one language. Each Converter Agent stores results of metadata processing in a separated table or database.

After a new Converter Agent is installed in the system, an initial converting action must be performed. It is very demanding, because every LOM in the adequate language, that has been stored in the local database, must be processed. After that, the Converter Agent publishes its capabilities in the Yellow Pages Service. When the Content Manager receives information about changes in metadata, it informs every appropriate Converter Agent, so that the change is introduced immediately.

Metadata Repositories (e.g. LMS) are accessed via the Open Archive Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH).
The OAI-PMH is a lightweight harvesting protocol for sharing metadata between services. The OAI-PMH protocol is based on HTTP. Request arguments are issued as GET or POST parameters. The OAI-PMH supports six request types such as: Identify, ListMetadataFormats, ListSets, ListIdentifiers, ListRecords and GetRecord. The following scenarios of data harvesting were implemented (Fig. 13):

1. Collector Agent (CA) is sent to a remote repository to perform all actions locally at repository’s site. It controls contents all the time and notifies CMA if any changes occur.
2. Collector Agent (CA) is staying and operating locally. In this situation all metadata analysis is performed locally at the ABSS Core host. This approach is designed to the systems, which do not support DCM directly.

ABSS-LMS is the name of modified JADE-LEAP components and some specialized software intended to be used by administrators of remote repositories to start up DCM components. Services provided by the ABSS-LMS guarantee that communication and registration processes are secure and stable. Security mechanisms include data encryption, achieved by using the SSL/TLS Java protocol and mutual authentication, realized by using digital certificates.

Specialized thread controls guard all platform and communication parameters and correct them automatically if something is out of order. They are responsible e.g. for re-initialization & reconnection of peripheral containers if connection between them and the main container has been lost. They can also kill an agent container, create a new one and register it if connection to the main container cannot be established again.

If the LMS host is part of a private-area network, the proposed and presented solutions (Orzechowski et al., 2009) can omit all of these problems. LMS ABSS-Component creates and runs an agent peripheral container and maintains its registration to the main container. Connections between peripheral and the main containers and communication between CA and CMA agents use specially designed protocol as the extension to existing JADE-LEAP JICP.
The main advantages of the proposed and implemented solutions can be pointed out as:
- Enabling secure communication among agents;
- Introduction of secure data transmission including mobile agents’ transmission;
- Introduction of the thread control on each peripheral container;
- Secure registration of new peripheral container connected to DCM;
- Protection of main agent container against fake remote containers;
- Possibilities to connect to remote repository even if it is hidden by NAT;
- Decreasing the number of used ports on peripheral to only two ports.

### 3.2.2 Search Module

One of the main functionalities of the Multi-Agents’ Search System is situated in the Search Module, which is responsible for selecting LOs that are satisfying a given request. The process of selection is performed by algorithms called “search methods” (Baran et al., 2007, Chmiel et al., 2005; Chkoliar, 2002).

The Search components as elements of the Search Module are intended to return the learning object identifiers that match the received query. Communication with other parts of the system is provided by a search agent object, which uses ACL messages to send all necessary information included (Orzechowski, 2007b).

Each search method is implemented by several Search Agents. Usually one Search Agent can perform search of LOMs in one language, as in the case of Converter Agents. The language-based division of local repositories and processing solves several important problems:
- Search algorithms operate on smaller data sets;
- Metadata repository can be distributed;
- Search process can be distributed;
- More popular languages can be supported by larger groups of agents.

The following Search Methods were implemented:

**Simple Search Method**

After a request is received from a personal agent, all queries are processed to obtain single words set in each category. Query processing eliminates redundant and meaningless words. There is also special character processing. For each language supported in the system a stop words list can be made, which includes words that are omitted in the search process. In English, this list contains e.g.: “for”, “on”, and “the.” Next, a search query is launched for each word from the query in each set (keywords, title, author, description). It’s based on comparing keywords and an index describing learning objects (in each – keyword, title, author, and description category). When there is a match – identifier of LOM (lom id) is returned. After a search for all words in a set is finished, results processing is launched in each category. It’s based on the local merge mode value, which indicates if results are considered as a union or intersection. Based on results of this merge, there is a rate value assigned to each learning object.

The global merge mode is used as the parameter value to determine how to process results from each category (keyword, description, author, title). Based on this parameter, the next result processing is made.

The next step is to determine if other conditions are sent in the request (age, size, technical role, etc.). If so, actual results are restricted only to those which fulfill all conditions.

**Inverted Index Search Method**

- Possibilities to connect to remote repository even if it is hidden by NAT;
- Decreasing the number of used ports on peripheral to only two ports.
The Inverted Index method is based on typical strategy of text search. Each word in every category (keyword, title, author, description) is associated to every object it refers to. This search algorithm is based on this relation. After the query is singled out and processed to a set of words (query processing similar as in Simple Search method), the search method finds all learning objects that are associated to those words. Based on the local merge mode (“and” or “or”) there are unions or intersections taken and returned. It's done for each category, and after, based on the global merge mode, the next result processing is made.

Sensitive search is a variation of the regular Inverted Index method, which takes into account the multiplicity of repetition of words in a keyword, title or description. When the learning object is described by one word more than once in one category, and this word is included in the query, the returned results will increase. It also works internally in each category as well as externally, comparing results from all categories (Joung et al., 2005; Su & Widom, 2005).

3.3 UPM – Personalization and offered end-user assistance

UPM is the essential part of the Management and Resource Search Module, which supports: end-users’ accounts management including personalized search, and additional functionalities offered for a end-users’ recommender system with different implementation of collaborative filtering approach (Orzechowski et al., 2007a; Sarwar et al., 2000) and several internal and external interfaces to the services.

Using a profiling mechanism is essential in e-learning Platforms. Only in this way is it possible to present search results in such a way to suit the end-users’ (learners / teachers) expectations. It is necessary to build a local database, which will store information about registered users, including both their interest and the history of their work.

A personal Agent is an agent that will represent a single user. Each registered user can have only one Personal Agent. An unregistered user is also represented by a Personal Agent, but with much reduced functionality.

A Personal Agent is created when a user starts his session in the system. It remains alive, while the user is working. If a longer period of inactivity occurs, the agent stores its state in the database (only if the user is registered), and will die.

The Agent can perform operations on the account, can create, modify or destroy it. Some of these operations are performed automatically as a result of analysis of other user’s operations, and some of them can be directly invoked by the user.

The most important function of the Personal Agent is connected with the execution of search requests. The Agent stores a list of recent requests, each associated with a list of results. It must continuously gather the results, valuate and sort them, and return them to the user when asked. In order to perform the search, it must use services offered by the Search Module.

Ranking and Collaborative Filtering component

Most search methods used in Internet repositories match words in the search query and keywords in the known available elements to produce a list of results. As query conformity often isn’t enough to order the search results properly, various schemes are used to prioritise the results of the most predicted value for the user. However, people evaluate things on a very subjective basis. Thus, marks on a ranking scale provided by different users may have completely separate meanings. It is impossible to provide a uniform ranking scale that’s universal – applicable for all users of a system. The user will always face the question:
“Do the ranks assigned to that element reflect my preferences?”

Collaborative Filtering (CF) is commonly used to organize recommender system on the basis of end-users’ behaviour. Introduction of CF into e-learning systems requires adaptation of these general Collaborative Filtering methods in order to improve efficiency (Orzechowski et al., 2007a).

The first step for creation of a CF-based system is selection of data used to predict users’ preferences. Analysis of e-Learning object repositories and search systems resulted in establishment of a set of explicit and implicit data collection methods.

The explicit methods include:
- ranking: when the user applies a rank within a given scale to an object,
- labelling: when the user attaches a label to an object.

The implicit methods are:
- selection: when the user clicks a link on the result list; a page with an extended item description is displayed,
- downloading: when the user clicks a link on an item description page; this either displays the Learning Object itself in the browser or downloads the object to the user’s computer.

Behaviour vs. profile-based user clustering

Most collaborative filtering systems rely on user behaviour and user actions to determine user preference similarity. The underlying idea is that contents of the objects and characteristics of user profiles are not taken into account (Orzechowski et al., 2007a).

However, characteristics of e-Learning applications require a slightly different approach, for a few reasons. They are connected to the characteristics of e-Learning systems themselves as well as the target audience. Firstly, the most dependable user behaviour data collected by the system – the item rates – are extremely sparse. Secondly, the implicitly collected data has low dependability, as the user may decide at any point that the item is not what they are looking for after all. Because some users of the system are young children (users of type learner), rates may not be reliable, and their action records are prone to be chaotic.

Therefore, it was decided that another approach to user similarity computation was to be designed and implemented. This approach features a new way of grouping users – based on their profiles rather than their behaviour. The following profile elements are taken into account: age, gender, country of education and points of interest.

The procedure is similar to the procedure used in “classic” collaborative filtering. A matrix of size m times n is created. However, columns of the matrix are composed of all possible values for the four profile fields, instead of object ranks/events. In the current implementation, enumerated fields get a ‘1’ if a given value applies, and a ‘0’ if it does not.

For other fields, the value is numeric.

To provide balance between the four sections, weights have to be defined for each one of them. This allows the administrator to fine-tune the distribution of users after feature extraction in the n-dimensional space.

Types of user clusters

There is a strict division of users in e-Learning systems into two separate groups: teachers and students (called learners). Therefore, the system should maintain separate clustering schemes for these types of users (Orzechowski et al., 2007a).

Moreover, as presented earlier, the suggested architecture of a ranking system for e-learning consists of two separate approaches towards user similarity assessment: behaviour-based (classic) and profile-based.
Therefore, six different types of user classification are present in the current implementation:
- all users / behaviour-based,
- learners / behaviour-based,
- teachers / behaviour-based,
- all users / profile-based,
- learners / profile-based,
- teachers / profile-based
Calculations are performed independently and separately for each of the cluster types presented above.

Positioning of results using search criteria and profile conformance data
While developing the methods for discovering users’ preferences, another problem has been investigated as well. It concerns methods of presenting search results using three different indicators computed by the system (see below) within a single set of results. Output from each of the classification schemes is a set of percentage values, representing the three aspects of conformance of a given LO (search result):
- Search query conformity specifies how the given LO (described in compliance with the IEEE LOM standard) matches a given search method. The system delivers separate sets of results for each of the used search methods.
- User profile conformity specifies how the given LO matches the user’s profile, provided upon registration. The system applies values to LOs found previously by the search methods.
- User cluster conformity delivers separate sets of results representing the predicted attractiveness of given LOs within clusters to which the user belongs. Detailed information regarding cluster types and clustering methods have been described in previous sections.

The simplified architecture of the entire result generation system is shown in Figure 14.

Fig. 14. Simplified schema of merging search results process (Orzechowski et al., 2007a)

A Web GUI was implemented to allow users of the system to choose their preferred way of merging results. Furthermore, an API based on the Web Services technology was implemented to enable utilisation of results generated in our system by external systems (Orzechowski et al., 2007a). As each of the criteria is separate from others, we let users choose which features are used to create the end list of results. These features were divided into two separate parts: search methods relevance (query conformity) and profile relevance (user profile/cluster conformity).
Even if the user decides to utilize all of the offered features, the system prepares two
separate lists of results for each part.

Search method/query conformity

Two different solutions were suggested:
- weighted average – end user can choose the influence of each search method on the end results’ list;
- maximum – the maximum value of LO conformity is taken.

Popularity and conformity to profiles and clusters

This part was divided into the following elements:
- conformity to user profiles,
- conformity to clusters determined by user behaviour similarity,
- conformity to clusters determined by multi-dimensional user profiled analysis.
- general popularity (not taking individual users’ preferences into account).

For all four elements presented above, the weighted average is used to create a single list of results. Additionally, as ranks for each element can be based on data collected using explicit or implicit methods, the user can choose how these methods influence the computed value for the relevant elements, also using the weighted average.

Merging profiles and search methods

The methods presented above generate two lists of results – one sorted by search method conformity, and one sorted by profile conformity. Determination of methods for merging these two lists is a significant problem. While profiling methods are very important in search engines, they should not diminish the importance of conformity returned by the search methods (Orzechowski et al., 2007a).

While research is being performed, the problem has been temporarily solved by using geometric means. Ultimate conclusions in this aspect will require extensive real-life testing and fine-tuning of the production system.

4. Conclusion

The implemented Agent Search System offers new, important features not available in currently used e-learning systems. Simultaneous theoretical research and practical development work open the unique opportunity of testing how new ideas perform in real life and lets us acquire valuable experimental data.

Moreover, analysis of the history of the users’ activities, made possible by our system, in connection to analysis of LOM fields, is a significant step towards creation of an intelligent Learning Object search engine, which will present search results in a way as close to the user’s expectations as possible.

The Agent Based Search System is stable and easy for management and development thanks to the integration of multi-agent architecture with the stable and scalable EJB JBOSS application Server.

The searcher of Brokerage System, based on the Simple Query Interface (SQI), was optimised.

The proposed Agent Module is the alternative for the existing search module. It has the open character so its work can be easily distributed on all levels, such as (Orzechowski, 2007b):
- FLEXIBILITY

Each new search method can be added to our working system really fast.
Two different solutions were suggested:

- **Search method/query conformity**
  - Separate lists of results for each part.

This part was divided into the following elements:

- Popularity and conformity to profiles and clusters
- Each new search method can be added to our working system really fast.
- Open character so its work can be easily distributed on all levels, such as (Orzechowski, 2007b).

The proposed Agent Module is the alternative for the existing search module. It has the application Server.

The searcher of Brokerage System, based on the Simple Query Interface (SQI), was to the integration of multi-agent architecture with the stable and scalable EJB JBOSS.

The Agent Based Search System is stable and easy for management and development thanks user’s expectations as possible.

Learning Object search engine, which will present search results in a way as close to the connection to analysis of LOM fields, is a significant step towards creation of an intelligent life and lets us acquire valuable experimental data.

Moreover, analysis of the history of the users’ activities, made possible by our system, in development work open the unique opportunity of testing how new ideas perform in real currently used e-learning systems. Simultaneous theoretical research and practical development work open the unique opportunity of testing how new ideas perform in real currently used e-learning systems.

The implemented Agent Search System offers new, important features not available in these two lists is a significant problem. While profiling methods are very important in search engines, they should not diminish the importance of conformity returned by the ultimate conclusions in this aspect will require extensive real-life testing.

### Merging profiles and search methods

- **HOT SWITCH-ON**
  - This System provides the easiness of administration of working agents.
- **EASY TO DEVELOP & FEEDBACK OPEN**
  - This solution has really spread for adding as many search algorithms and general search functionality as we need.
- **ENABLING PROFILED SEARCH AND RECOMMENDATIONS**
  - This System analyses’ explicit and implicit knowledge of end-users works with connection to their profiles, improving the positioning for found results and offering different kinds of recommendations.
- **OFFLINE SEARCH**
  - Our System allows users to store queries and be informed, i.e. by e-mail, if new LOs, matching user’s criteria, will be added to the System.
  - Some of these tasks could be implemented without an Agent Layer but multiprocessing, distributed data harvesting and inter-components communications makes this agent approach well-founded.
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